
Term 2 Awards – Week 3 

 

Week 3 - Achievement Awards 

K Kangaroo 

Jaxanna for providing details and talking confidently during news time. 
Amelia for remembering her learning goal and stretching out unfamiliar words when 
reading. 

K/1 Koala 

Eva for consistently helping with jobs around the classroom. 
Alex for being a respectful listener during class lessons. 

1/2 Platypus 

Zane for showing great focus and perseverance during writing tasks. 
Leila for always doing her best and persevering with tasks. 

2 Possum 

Mitchell for demonstrating commitment to complete all set tasks within the given 
timeframe.  
Addison for consistently producing detailed writing texts and using the correct punctuation.  

3/4 Emu 

Paris for being an active learner in mathematics. 
Maite for her determination to learn the first 100 words of the English language. 

3/4 

Kookaburra 

Aya for showing concentration and understanding when counting with fractions. 
Isaac for showing a willingness to learn and an increased focus in all areas. 

4 Wombat Felix Beaton for his impressive and unique approach to problem solving 
Ryan Ngo  for his determination during narrative writing this week 

5/6 Iguana Oliver D – For a positive approach to all class tasks. 
Scarlett – For showing persistence and dedication to all class tasks. 

5/6 Zebra Andoni for an improvement in spelling and using descriptive language when writing. 
Michael G for enthusiastic participation during history lessons. 

Week 3 - Principal Awards 

K Kangaroo Brody for being a respectful and well-mannered class member who always tries his best. 

K/1 Koala Isaak for being a positive role model for behaviour in the class.  

1/2 Platypus Harry for always being an active participant in class activities and always doing his best. 

2 Possum Mariah for being an active and respectful listener during class discussions. 

3/4 Emu Mariah for her effort and improvement in persuasive writing. 

3/4 

Kookaburra 

Aurora for being a helpful class member and always striving to improve in all learning 
areas. 

4 Wombat Tiana for sharing excellent ideas in class discussions. 

5/6 Iguana Sarah for always being helpful to her classmates and being a positive role model. 

5/6 Zebra Jermaine for consistently behaving in a respectful manner.  



 
 

 

 

 

Week 3 - Library Awards 

K Kangaroo Brody – For being an enthusiastic borrower. 

K/1 Koala Kam Sarr – For participating thoughtfully during library discussions. 

1/2 Platypus Harry – For consistently following library rules. 

2 Possum Harley – For always being respectful and hardworking in the library. 

3/4 Emu Katerina – For displaying impressive research skills. 

3/4 

Kookaburra 

Maddox – For being willing to help others in the library. 

4 Wombat Cooper – For displaying sustained focus in his library research task. 

5/6 Iguana Savannah – For working collaboratively with others in the library. 

5/6 Zebra Xavier – For displaying determination to complete his research task. 

Bronze Awards 

K Kangaroo 

Zahra, May, Elias, Brody, Anneliese, Amelia, Marcus, Jaxanna, Jackson, 
Anastasia 

K/1 Koala Isaak, Philippa, Sienna, Louis, Olive 

2 Possum Miles, Sammy 

3/4 Emu Vanessa, Alesia, Evie, Cooper 

3/4 Kookaburra Madison,   Francesco 


